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AUTHOR’S NOTES

Author’s Note - When you get down to it,
adventures and all good fiction is about exploring
what we are as humans. The gadgets are cool, the
weapons are neat and giving hell to bad guys is
fun, but in the end it is about who we are, what we
are and why we do it. A laser pistol or sword is just a
means of expressing your will and intent, a way to
magnify your desires, and in fiction any form of
power is really just a means of demonstrating the
character of the person who wields it. Luke
Skywalker could have turned to the dark side of the
Force and ruled at the side of the Emperor... but he
didn’t. And that says a lot about him. The struggles
of the Knights of the Round Table were not so much
against perils from without as they were against the
perils of their own wants and desires. And perhaps
failing against their own inner demons is why none
of them ever found the Grail. Even things like pro
wrestling are entertaining because they are driven
by the backstories, showmanship and interaction of
the personalities (it certainly isn’t driven by skill with
greco-roman wrestling techniques).
Age of Ruin forces you back to basics. It strips
away most of the gadgets and gimcracks, even
down to taking the shirt off your adventurer’s back.
Your strength is in your will, your ability to gain the
support of others, and quite literally your ability to
change yourself to meet new challenges. Your
adventurer is often someone else’s adventure.
Even though you will lack starships, rayguns or
magical fireballs, you’ll manage without them.
There are still plenty of cool ways to kick ass and
take down names, which is of course, just as
important as all that philosophical crap in the first
paragraph. Even though the history of the Age of
Machines is forever lost to you, in your hands is the
ability to shape the future, to find a way to turn the
Age of Ruin into the Age of Rebirth.
Even if your adventurers don’t know it yet...
Greg Porter

Age of Ruin.
Tech Note - From the comments I received in
the various stages of playtest, it might have been
better if the technological backstory of Age of Ruin
had simply been glossed over, a few technobabble
sentences saying about how it all went down the
drain, but not with enough detail to pick it apart.
But that’s not what people expect from a BTRC
product. Age of Ruin was not designed from the
standpoint of “this is the world I want, how do I
fudge things to make it happen?” Rather, it was “if
I start with these premises, what is the world that I
end up with?”
In the case of nanotech and Age of Ruin,
there’s a fine line between ending up with a world
like Neal Stephenson’s Diamond Age, or a very
Drexlerian “grey goo” scenario, with not much in
between. Age of Ruin is about finding that in
between, a world where nanotech is possible, but
not really under control.
Because at the very least, the gamemaster
needs to see the guts and machinery of Age of
Ruin in order to make the world their own, we have
to present and explain all the gory details. Which
leaves the world open to criticism by everyone who
thinks ‘we got it wrong’ (even though no one has
‘got it right’ to give us something to compare it
with).
Get over it. Age of Ruin’s nanotech is simply
something that is “there”, like jump drives in a far
future game, or magic in a fantasy game. You can
accept these worlds even if you know the science
is bogus or the magic is contrived. The only
difference with Age of Ruin is that the world of the
past is our real-world present, and that nanotech is
just close enough to being possible that we feel
cocky enough to say what can and cannot be
done with it. If you’re reading this, the idea of a
gameworld based on a rogue nanotech disaster
has some appeal to you. Just accept it, and hope
we don’t actually find out if it’s right.

1.1

REMEMBERING

“The plague took my home and my car. It

THE FIRST TALE

took my books and my heirlooms. It took my
husband, and my children, and then it took
even their bodies. It took my clothing, and my
hair, and my fingernails. But the plague did
not take me, though I wish that it had. Bands
of naked savages roam the ruined streets,
armed with shards of glass and rocks, in
search for the only thing left to eat. Other
people. Why, God? Why?”
- found scratched upon a pane of glass

THE FIRST TALE - It was your father’s father’s
father’s time. As the way they reckoned it, the year
of some Lord two thousand and fifty one. We don’t
know who that lord was, nor how he reigned so
long, only that this is how it was.
The Great Mounds were cities that teemed with
unliving machines that did much of the work of the
people, who were weak and soft, for their world
was a friendly place. These machines were made
of a hard thing known as metal, and a soft thing
called plastic, and all were powered by an oil that
used to flow from the ground. And their cities
reached towards the sky, and their heroes stood
upon the moon and the red star that is the planet
Mars. And yet they were not satisfied.
So, their thinkers and doers set about to make
machines in their own image. Not as machines like
statues, but as egg and sperm of life, in machine
form. This, they called nanotech, from ancient
words meaning very small and way of craft. And it
is said they knew this was dangerous, and they kept
their charges tightly caged and in the remotest
places. But, there were those in this soft world who
had hardness to them, for their lives were not the
life of ease of those in the great cities. And they
sought to steal this nanotech for themselves. Some
say to gain it as a treasure, others say to gain it as a
weapon. No one knows anymore, though some still
fight over the words, as you well know.
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In the end, it did not matter, for the nanotech
would be owned by no one, and by everyone. In
the attempt to steal it, it escaped into the wild, and
as all life does, it began to breed and spread. It
lived on the hardness of metal, the softness of
plastic, the oil under the ground, the grass of the
fields, and the meat of men and beasts. The men in
their hard machines tried to contain it, to corrode it
with acids, even to call fire from the sky to burn the
rocks to ashes, but still the eaters spread. As it ate
the metal that held their cities against the sky, they
crumbled to the ground. Men fled to islands far
from land, but the nanotech followed them on the
winds and consumed them and their machines,
leaving nothing but dust to blow away on the wind.
As the world of men and machines was slowly
being consumed,the elders of the Cheyenne hid
underground in their mountain fastness, sealed
away from the nanotech by great thicknesses of
stone. There, they worked with making a new
nanotech, one which would eat the first, and live
on and in the bodies of men and plants and
animals, to protect them. Many volunteered to step
into the outside world of the eaters, to see if the
new creation would protect them. Many died, but
in time, a way to survive was found. The Cheyenne
gave themselves unto the new nano, and stepped
out into the world. The world of men was crumbling,
but the work of the Cheyenne had helped to turn
the tide. Even those who had perished testing the
new nano spread it, and those who it touched
survived longer, and the nano grew and evolved to
protect men better.
The Cheyenne spread by walking, by taking
their last flying machines and spreading far and
wide before their machines crumbled to dust. All
they touched survived, though the world around
them did not. It is said that of the kinds of plants of
the earth, fish of the sea and beasts of the field,
many kinds perished in all but name. The lions, the
tigers, the bears, oh my! Ferocious and terrible, now
naught but dust.
When the dust settled in truth, the world was as
you see it. The machines were gone, the metal, the
plastic and the oil, all gone. The cities that touched
the sky were now rubble and broken glass.
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But many of the men and the women and the
children survived. Their skins, once colored and soft,
were now grey and rough. Where once they had
strings of what they called hair, as you see on the
old statues, none had any, not even the women,
who prized this hair and lamented its loss greatly.
Where they once had garments of plants and
plastic, they now had only nakedness. Many who
survived the days of Ruin died of starvation, for they
were still a soft people.
Bitter were the first few years, and harsh the
winters. Men had to learn to forage for food, to
build fire for warmth, to learn all those things you
children learned on your parent’s knee, but they
had none to teach them. They still taught their
children of the old ways, for they hoped to return
to the Age of Machines, and with all of their books
of wood and oracles of metal gone to dust, only
memory endured. They knew not that the Age of
Machines was truly gone. But their children would in
time know this, and by the time of their children, the
wisdom of the Age of Machines was as much dust
as its makers.
It was in the fourth year of this life, when those
who survived had learned to become hard, that
the first woman learned Shaping. And more, she
was a child, not much older than you. Yes children,
the first men lived for four years without ever
Shaping once, and it was another generation
before the talent was widespread. Those born in
the Age of Machines never became strong in the
talent, but those from after became the great
Shapers of legend, from whom we know much of
what can and cannot, and what should and should
not be Shaped.

The early Shapers were terrible and powerful,
but they also paid the price for their power, for they
did not realize that Shaping takes its toll. Many
made themselves into living weapons, and then
found they were unable to become human again,
or worse, had weakened their protective nano,
and were consumed to dust, unstoppable by men,
but destroyed by the unseen eaters.
After the Shapers came the Makers, those
honored individuals who can make things akin to
the ancient machines from their own bodies. The
lights in our cave, our watchers and wards, these all
come from our revered Maker, and the sacrifice
she makes is why she does not hunt or gather or
fight, for she serves the tribe in other ways.
Of the men on the Moon and Mars, no one
knows. It is said that these are hard places, and so
the men there may have been hard men and
survived. If they live, they are beyond our ken and
have no way to return, for they have not protective
nano, and the Eaters would consume them as they
did the Age of Machines.
This is the First Tale of Remembering, as told to
me by my father on this first day of the year, as told
to him by his father, and his father before him, and
as you shall someday tell to your children. We are
mankind. We fight and we strive. We love and we
hate. We live and we die. Thus it has always been
and thus it always will be.

The nanotech in the world was alive, and all
living things change. And so, that which was in men
also changed. It did not know of itself, for the ability
to think is given only to mankind, but it learned how
to understand. It could be shaped by will, and in
being shaped, changed the one who willed this to
be.
The first Shapings were simple. Men fought
among each other, maybe even more fiercely
than they do now, but with fists and rocks. Those
who could Shape learned they could make their
skin like stone, and turn their hands into swords. In
time, they were even able to fashion themselves
weapons like the machines the people of the
beforetime called guns.
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THE FIRST TALE

TELL ME MORE! - Everything a player needs to
know is seeded in the First Tale, and every player
should read it before even thinking about making
an adventurer. But, for the gamemaster and
players, some extra info and detail is helpful. You’re
not going to get the full details until later, but here is
a bit to tide you over until you get to that point in
the rules.
How bad was it? - Damn bad. The author has
a fondness for world-wrecking as a campaign
backdrop, because chaos is so much more rife with
possibilities for adventure than order is. Even so,
Age of Ruin is a real “wipe the slate clean”
apocalypse with few rivals. Slowly and painfully
over the course of a few years, several billion
people died and the worlds entire technological
infrastructure was reduced to dust by nanotech run
amok.
There are two possible Age of Ruin campaigns.
The first is a world as described in the First Tale,
several generations after the Ruin happened. The
second is a world barely one generation removed
from the Ruin, where it is still an ongoing process,
and enclaves have with preparation, managed to
hold the worst effects at bay over small regions. But,
as pre-Ruin resources grow scarce, communities
begin to fight over what is left, and players will have
to decide whether their struggle to sustain the Age
of Machines is worth the price they will have to
exact from others to make it happen...
Want to image what it was like for a survivor of
the Ruin? Look around you. Now remove
everything within sight that is metal, dead organic
material, or made from or containing any form of
hydrocarbon. What does this include? Among
other things, the steel supports inside skyscrapers,
aluminum, copper wiring and plumbing, wood
framed houses, asphalt roofing materials, cotton,
wool, linen, synthetic fabrics, steel car bodies,
rubber tires, many plastics, and all forms of
petroleum from axle grease to lighter fluid and
everything in between.
What does this leave? Silicon-based materials
like fiberglass, optical fibers, glass, ceramics. Also
leave brick, stone, asbestos and a whole lot of
teflon and some of the other fluorocarbon-based
inert plastics.
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Imagine an urban landscape turned into a
literal pile of rubble as the skyscrapers crumble
without their internal steel supports. Residential
neighborhoods turn into empty lots punctuated by
chimneys and brick walls. Asphalt freeways turn into
gravel roads blocked by the rubble of collapsed
overpasses, ending at rivers no longer crossed by
steel-supported bridges. Industrial compounds and
radioactive waste, no longer contained in steel
holding tanks, pollute the water table and the land,
and without modern sensors to alert people, they
invisibly poison the survivors until irreparable
damage is done.
No electricity, no Internet, no food distribution,
no cars, trains, ships or planes. Virtually everyone is
naked as the day they were born. A poisonous
Garden of Eden with serpents under every rock.
And it stays that way.
That’s how bad it was, and what humanity has
had to claw its way back from.
What do people know? - Ninety-nine-point-nine
percent (or more) of knowledge from the “Age of
Machines” is utterly gone, absolutely irrecoverable.
Books? Made from wood pulp. Computer disks?
Metals. Microfilms? Plastics. Aside from nearly
sacred archives produced on eater-proof materials
or encased in glass or eater-proof plastic, the only
forms of stored information that have endured are
stone tablets in museums and that stored in oral
traditions passed down by the survivors of the Ruin.
Passing on by memory alone the nature of a poorly
understood global cataclysm has led to numerous
beliefs about what happened, and the rest of the
world in general.
That and stone statues are pretty much the
extent of knowledge that remains from the Age of
Machines, and they are the only tangible artifacts
for adventurers to draw from when imagining the
legendary age their great-great-grandfathers lived
in. Several thousand years of recorded history, the
accumulated scientific and artistic knowledge of
an entire civilization, terabytes of Internet porn,
erased beyond recovering. Some few of the
survivors made their own baked clay tablets to
record knowledge they felt had to be recorded for
the ages. These include narratives and histories as
well as now-useless tech knowledge and formulae.
These tablets and petroglyph graffiti are the source
material for many of the legends of the early days
after the Ruin.
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Since the Ruin did not happen overnight, there
were some efforts made to preserve knowledge in
ways that the rogue nano could not touch. Printed
on inert plastics, or sealed between glass plates,
some key information survives. But, there is a nearly
superstitious bias against the science of the Age of
Machines, enough so that those who attempt to
practice it are considered outcasts, and must
practice their cult in secrecy. While most of them
are harmless, a few of these so-called Machinists
have been responsible for the worst crimes and
excesses of the past three generations, so attempts
to use old knowledge to restore the Age of
Machines are not favored.
This bias and general lack of knowledge does
not make those in the Age of Ruin stupid, just
ignorant. There is a difference. For the most part,
ignorance of a past that can no longer affect them
is just a facet of daily life that has occasional
amusing moments. For instance, the skull of a T-rex
in the ruined vault of a museum would be an
interesting find. Did the creature live during the Age
of Machines, or is it a recent thing? And what
manner of creature has bones of stone? Or, it is just
assumed that lions roamed wild in most places,
since there are so many statues of them, especially
the small lion-dogs that guarded the “restaurants”
where one ate “chinese”. Without a strong tradition
of oral history and record-keeping, much of the
developed world’s recorded past and knowledge
has simply vanished.
Neither of those words in quotes has context
that a child in Age of Ruin would immediately
understand. A child would understand the concept
of reciprocal obligations, but would find it meanspirited that a “restaurant” which fed you as a
guest would actually demand an obligation from
you before that food had gotten cold on your
plate. And while a child could understand the idea
of a clan or a tribe, the notion of one based not on
who your parents were but instead on the patch of
land where you were born seems absurd, and the
idea that a tribe could be as big as the “Chinese” is
surely a myth. So, some things that are actually true
are assumed to be legend. Similarly, it is accepted
that the Ruin took place very rapidly, when in fact
it actually took years. Enclaves kept technological
civilization going for a generation or more after
the rest of the world was Ruined, though at the end
the fighting for remaining tech resources became
exceptionally ugly and brutal, and ended up
destroying much of what was supposed to be
preserved.

The most common form of information in Age
of Ruin is oral tradition. Each clan and tribe has its
store of legends, history and genealogy, as well as
practical knowledge for day to day survival. Oral
traditions are also a major form of entertainment,
and a good teller of tales and bringer of news is
always welcome. Similarly, a form of information
that has survived disproportionately well is music.
Everyone had songs they remembered, and these
were passed to their children, and to their children,
and to the current generation. Sometimes words
have been changed, or the songs might as well be
in a foreign language because they refer to things
or people that the singer has never seen (who was
this Britney, and what was so special about her
spears?), but the songs endure nonetheless.
For things that are important to a clan or tribe,
oral tradition can be more than adequate, and the
library of tales and lore available mean that while
the science of the past may be lost, much of its
results have been preserved. Modern medical
technology may not be available, but modern
medical practices and techniques are. Gravity, the
weather, the motion and nature of the stars and
planets, these are all matters of fact, not dogma or
superstition. With oral tales being the main form of
entertainment and teaching, there are lots of these
tales. A clan may have thousands of hours worth
between its members, and new ones are added
every year as genealogies expand, practical
knowledge is relearned and so on. By the time a
child reaches adulthood, they have heard so many
tales that lessons and admonishments may simply
be in the form of references to one, rather than a
direct statement about the behavior in question. If
a young man is getting in over his head on a
romantic issue, a friend might say “dude, you’re
going to Three Hills over her”. That means nothing to
us, but to the young man, it’s a clear reference to
some tale or parable warning of the consequences
of following the path he’s on.
A person in Age of Ruin may not know nor ever
understand the nature of machines that make
space travel possible, but they will still believe that it
was once done, and that somewhere on the Moon
there are footprints made by mankind. It has no
effect on their daily lives, so it is not a matter of
reverence or awe, just something that is accepted
as part of the way the world once worked. Those
lunar footprints don’t put food on the table, so work
first, philosophise later. These “useless facts” also get
mixed in with religion and spirituality, and one can
simultaneously believe that men might live in
space, but also that they have somehow been
transformed into angels, or spirits who have been
banished from the surface world.
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Beliefs? - Life for most people is not so hard that
there is not time to sit and think about what it all
means. None of the religions from the Age of
Machines have survived intact, but none of them
have truly died either. There are several religious
and quasi-religious beliefs that people cherish and
live their lives by, and perhaps some animosities
between differing beliefs, though not so much as
before the Ruin. In addition to the various sects
containing recognizable elements of different preRuin faiths, there are also quasi-pagans, and the
aforementioned Machinists, who treasure pre-Ruin
knowledge with enough fervor to qualify as a
religion in their own right (though everyone else calls
them a cult). As a thought for the gamemaster,
consider how post-Ruin Islam would handle strictures
on female modesty in a world where that much
clothing would be too expensive or too hot to wear,
or how Judaism would interpret Shaping (would
modifying your body on the Sabbath be “work”?).
In addition, there are clan beliefs and tribe
beliefs. Many people, like in more primitive times,
never travel more than a day or two from the place
of their birth, and can become insular. But, the ruins
of the once-great road systems still criss-cross the
land, making travel vastly easier than in primitive
times, and the internal shaping of nanotech can
give clan shamans the equivalent of short range
radio communication. So, important information
can travel fast, and ideas and people are pretty
mobile. In combination with the clan notion of
marriage being always to someone outside your
own clan, there is a constant diffusion of ideas and
new beliefs to keep any one region from become
alien to another.
Tribes still have their own particular ethos, a sort
of “national identity”, but it is more of a pride in who
you are rather than a hatred of anyone else. Clan or
tribal loyalties are seldom so strong as to generate
hatred for other tribes, and the less central nature of
clan governance makes it hard to get everyone on
board for anything that is clearly going to make life
more complicated than it already is. People can
find plenty of reasons to dislike their neighbors, but
clan or tribal identity is generally low on the list.
That said, there are events looming on the
horizon where unified forces will be brought to bear
on the clans and tribes in Age of Ruin, and it will
take a unified strength to overcome them, a cultural
shift that may forever change the way people live...
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The secrets? - Every game world has its secrets,
which will hopefully stay with the gamemaster for
the time being. Players should remember that not
everything is exactly as it seems (though it is pretty
close), and that there are things going on that are
both vitally important to the adventurers, and which
the adventurers may be completely ignorant of to
begin with (the hobbit didn’t know it was the One
Ring when he found it...). Or worse, adventurers may
be badly misinformed about what’s going on, and
what looked like a good idea at the time could be
anything but. Don’t expect any suppositions you’ve
made so far to be turned on their head, but do
expect the gamemaster to surprise you on occasion.
As an obvious case, the campaign region of Age of
Ruin is the eastern half of the United States. Don’t
assume that the rest of the world’s population has
the same beliefs and ways of governance. That is
something for the gamemaster to think about
should the adventurers actually gain the means
and motive to explore that far afield.
We can tell you that the reality of what
happened is not exactly the same as told in the
tales. As we mentioned earlier, the actual
destruction of the Ruin was not as sudden as it is
recounted in legend, nor as severe, and few tales
go into the detail of how most of the casualties
were due to deprivation and disease in the first
decade of the Ruin, deaths related to the eaters,
but not directly caused by them.
Clan origins of course glamorize the heroes of
that clan, and minimize the accomplishments of
others. Lost to history are the petty squabbles over
irreplaceable resources, or tales of priceless
artifacts destroyed out of spite rather than letting
someone else have them, knowledge lost forever
due to greed or thoughtlessness.
The actual human stories and tragedy of the
Ruin is lost to the present, for there was no way to
really record it in detail. Suffice it to say that not
everything you believe as truth is truth, and that’s
part of the gameworld you’ll need to explore on
your own.
That’s all you need for now. Next chapter goes
into creating adventurers, and the details of what
life is and isn’t will unfold as you see the nuts and
bolts of building your adventurers. If you want to
know about particular aspects of life in Age of Ruin,
skip ahead to chapter 3.

